
Powerful Hardware 

 

VGA Hot-Wire 

R4E is one of the most 3D-performance focused Motherboard ever, with the new 

VGA Hot-Wire features! 

 

In the past, during extreme overclocking of Video Cards, voltages are adjusted using 

variable resistors. They are troublesome to work with especially cramped beneath a 

bunch of fans and cables during a bench session: 

 

 
 

A typical benching setup, removing a strong blowing fan in the middle of a bench 

session just to be able to access the variable resistors on the Video Cards: 

 



 

Trying to find the tiny trimmer on the variable resistor amidst a ton of LN2 smoke: 

 

 

While meticulously trimming the variable resistor, the acrobatic overclocker juggles 

his Multi-meter to probe at hard to reach areas:  

 



 

 

Needless to say many overclockers have slipped their hands, over-trimmed a resistor, 

bringing certain death to their benching gear. Not to forget the hassle of tuning the 

voltages back after a bench session only to going through the time consuming 

process once again at the next session. 

 

With VGA Hotwire, all you do is to plug in the cable onto your Motherboard and voila, 

Voltage monitoring and adjustments in small steps at your disposal conveniently 

from BIOS, TurboEVO, and even OC Key: 

 



 

 

Cables not included but very ordinary headers used! 



 

VGA Hot-wire Usage Guide 

**ONLY For the Extreme Overclocker who is adept at doing soldering!!** 

***Soldering on and over-volting your Video Card voids it’s warranty – Do it at your 

own Risk!!*** 

 

VGA Hot-wire function exists as a much more convenient replacement of the 

traditional Variable Resistor and Multi-meter when modifying your Video Cards. The 

tip of the red wire goes to the spot where you normally solder on your Variable 

Resistor to – ie, the Feedback or Vsense Loop of the Controller. 

For example, in the below V-Mod picture: 

 

Previously, where you would once solder a 50K VR to, now, you can just solder the tip 

of the red wire to the card. No grounding is needed, no variable resistors required as 

well. 

Where you would once solder a wire to measure the voltage with your Multimeter to, 

now just solder the tip of the black wire to the same spot – no need for a Multimeter. 

Take note that it will not monitor voltages above 3.30v. 

 

Recommend labeling your cables properly so you don’t get mixed up. 

The sticker labels help you label each of the cables, indicating the voltage each 

corresponds to, and if you are using more than one Video Card, you can use a marker 

pen to indicate if it is VGA1 or VGA2: 



 

 

Step 1: 

Solder the red wire to the voltage modification spot for the VGA Core voltage: 

 

For GTX580 Reference card, first I remove the resistor highlighted in green. 

 

Then I connect the voltage adjustment red cable to the pad marked in red 

 

Solder the black wire to the spot where you measure the core voltage. 



 

 



 

Use a sticker label to label your VGA number and Voltage (in this example it is VGA 1 

Core voltage: 

 

If VGA Memory voltage and VGA PLL voltage modification is desired repeat in similar 

fashion, red tip for voltage adjustment, black tip for voltage measurement. Hence 

ending up with something like this: 

 



 

 

It is advisable to use a piece of tape to secure the wires at the edge of the card: 

 

 

 



Connect the connectors to the appropriate VGA Hot-wire pin headers: 

 



 
Remember that the black end (Voltage Measurement) goes on the top row and the 

red end (Voltage Adjustment) goes on the bottom row like so. 

 



 
 

Same thing with VGA 2: 

 



 

 

*** It is advisable to do this with the system turned off!!***    

 

Now you are ready to start the rig up and adjust and check voltages. You can do so in 

the BIOS, under the ‘VGA Tweakers’ Paradise sub-menu: 



 
The corresponding voltages are monitored real-time. You can offset the voltages 

upwards (Offset Mode Sign +) or downwards (Offset Mode Sign -). Please go 

upwards slowly in small steps and check the voltage changes via the monitor 

beside it – of course changes occur only after a save and exit.  

Take note that there is a rather big jump going from 

+96 to +97 on the core voltages so be careful here. I 

would not recommend enabling Core Voltage Boost 

unless +222 is not enough for you to use! 

 

You can go upwards or downwards. 

 

Alternatively or additionally, you can adjust and monitor via Turbo EVO in the OS, or 

with ROG Connect, and even with OC Key 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



No more messing around through the fans and cable and smoke just to measure and 

adjust voltages! 

 

On top of this, a 6-pin PCIE power connector for the PCIE Slots provide a huge 

amount of power required when pushing a multi-card setup hard: 

 

 
 

Right above that, a 4pin floppy power connector provides additional power for 

DRAM and USB ports, especially useful when running huge capacities of RAM and 

overclocking them hard: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LN2 Overclocking 

 

Of course, our trusty LN2 Mode Jumper loads profiles suitable for low temperature 

overclocking when the jumper is moved over (Please do try moving to LN2 Mode 

even when cooling just below 10 degrees celcius, you won’t regret it!: 

 

 

 

Move LN2 jumper to upper position to enable 

 

BIOS informs if disabled / enabled as well 

 

Something new is the Slow Mode Switch, which is employed during LN2 benching. 

Some processors have a small optimum temperature range to run at their highest 

frequency. Warmer or colder yields instability at this frequency. For example, a 

certain processor may need -80C loaded in order to run 5.8GHz, which means about 

-75C idle in order to stay stable at 5.8GHz.  



 

 

 

Going colder or warmer crashes. It will however remain stable at slower frequencies 

at much colder or warmer temperatures. Once it comes out of a heavy load while 

transitioning over to a light load, when the temperature does not warm fast enough, 

it may crash. To over-come this, simply flip the switch over to ‘slow’ the processor 

instantaneously. Switching over to Slow-Mode during critical moments when 

Temperature/Max Frequency alignment is off-synch saves you a lot of crashes, even 

when trying to boot into the OS at cold temperatures. Imagine if you are to be 

benching 4 VGA cards on LN2 and they are frozen solid while you’re waiting in the 

BIOS menu waiting for the CPU to be warmer or colder to enter the OS – that’s the 

last thing you want isn’t it? 

Sometimes I even power right up with it ‘ON’ with overclocked settings (For example 

5.6GHz set in BIOS) and boot into the OS with a warm pot, wasting no time and just 

pulling it down meanwhile. Once the pot hits the right temperature, flip it off and 

good to go. 

Also slow mode helps you do suicide validations of BCLK, DRAM, CPU. Keep it on 

the ‘ON’ position and before you do your validation or screenshots, flip it off take 

your screenshots, etc and back on. You will find that with 12x CPU Ratio, High 

DRAM and High BCLK is slightly more stable. Even when you face DEBUG port ‘79’ 

hangs with high DRAM and BCLK, going Slow Mode here helps you pass it.  

 

Take note that Slow Mode only takes effect when LN2 Mode is ON. If 



not it takes no effect. 
A very typical running temperature might actually be -50C 

 

Voltiminder V2 not just provides many measurement spots for various voltages, it 

also indicates with LEDs which voltage is being polled.  

 

This is especially useful when debugging overclock failures. For example, when you 

fail to post and see the LED for CPU VTT light up, it tells you that your system does 

not like the setting for CPU VTT. 

 

Yes even VGA Voltages if you have connected the VGA Hotwire Cables: 

 

 

 

Of course the 4 DIP switches is the PCIE Slot Disable/Enable switch – for slots 1,2,3,4. 

Useful for troubleshooting multiple VGA cards.  



   

Being an enthusiasts’ oriented product, R4E provides backward compatibility and 

ease of use with 1366 heatsink coolers, waterblocks and even extreme cooling 

containers. Simply switch the backplate over to the smaller one bundled and you’re 

good to go: 

 

 



 

 

8-pin + Additional 4-pin input power ensures unlimited capacity for you to push your 

processor: 

 

 
 

 

Extreme overclockers rely religiously on their K-probe Temperature meters to get 

accurate low temperature read-outs and reflexively control their cooling. They spend 

hundreds of dollars of temperature meters. 



 

R4E saves you this money, just plug your K-probes into R4E Sub-Zero Sense 

Connectors: 

 

 

 

 

With dual readings displayed on your monitor, you can handle a CPU and GPU pot 

simultaneously, without spending money on special meters! 

 



 

 

With OC Key monitoring features, real-time adjustments of voltages, frequencies, 

displayed right on your monitor, without need of installing any software. 

 

 



 

 



 

Check OC Key section below. 

 

 

 

 

CLEAR CMOS, Q-Reset, ROG Connect Buttons 

Q-Reset (The red button) clears cmos instantly and shuts down / power ups the 

system quickly with one press. (Press and hold on for just one second before letting 



go) Useful and convenient at failed settings. However it does not clear off any 

settings relying on standby power (Maybe some voltage / R4E special tweakers’ 

settings). To clear out Standby power without unplugging the AC cord, that is what 

the Clear CMOS button does (the big one on the right). 

 

ROG Connect button serves 3 functions: 

- Enables ROG Connect function when pressed to light up 

- Passive flashing of BIOS ROM from ROG Connect USB port (The white USB 

port at I/O) You have to name the bios rom R4E.ROM and with power supply 

plugged into the 24pin ATX connector, without CPU/RAM/VGA and powering 

on, simply just press and hold down the ROG Connect button for 6 seconds 

and let go. The button’s LED will keep flashing and it will start flashing the 

BIOS into the ROM onboard. Be patient since it will take some time to finish 

flashing. You will know it is finished when the LED stops flashing. 

- Enabling the ROG Connect when pressed to light up also switches keyboard 

support to the OC Key whereby you can make real-time changes and settings 

anytime without any software running 

 

 

Scenarios: 

If you want to use ROG Connect and OC Key Keyboard Control with a single PS2 

Keyboard: 

ROG Connect switch light up, then select from OC Key menu to return control of 

PS2 Keyboard back to system. 

 

If you want to use ROG Connect and OC Key Keyboard Control and have system 

keyboard control ALL at one single point of time: 

 

Plug in a PS2 Keyboard (this will be the OC Key Controller), and a USB Keyboard 

(This will be the regular System Keyboard), ROG Connect Cable from white USB 

Port to Laptop, and that’s it.  

   



 

We even left a header for DIY guys to plug in a cable switch, perhaps extending to 

keyboard to conveniently tab into OC Key control from keyboard 

 



 

 

Awesome layout to let you run not just 4-way SLI but EVEN Triple Slot Triple SLI: 

 

 

Nice eh? 

Special SLI Bridge is needed – inquire about this with the local ASUS Reps. 

 

 



 

Powerful BIOS 

R4E provides a user-friendly BIOS for gamers and hardcore tweakers alike: 

 

 
 

Load Normal OC Profiles sets sweet-spot settings for the day-to-day usage 

overclocker. Even though CPU Level up does a similar job, some users just prefer to 

see actual settings changed and the values to write for those, instead of ‘Auto’, so 

this is there for it. 

 

Load Extreme OC Profile (Low Current) sets sweet-spot settings for Extreme 

overclocking and sinks current away from the processor to preserve its life-span. 

Many times overclockers lose their gem CPUs during extreme overclocking and this 

feature aims to reduce this. 

Load Extreme OC Profile (High current) sets sweet-spot settings for Extreme 

overclocking and sources current into the processor in a bid to squeeze more 



frequency from it. 

 

As CPUs are quite different from each other, these 2 profiles will at least help you 

find the direction to go. 

This is somewhat my bench bios setting, which is actually a bit of this and that: 

 

Choose a suitable BCLK to suit your CPU, I like to boost my PCIE speeds for 3D 

benching (136.5/125.0 = 109.2MHz pcie speed). I like to set a cpu target speed of 

around 4.9 to 5.0GHz but with the eventual BCLK I want to run at, and just boost up 

the CPU Core ratio with OC Key conveniently when I’m in the OS. In this case I have 

already decided to bench at (136.5x41). Take note that my CPU only does 136.5 

when cold enough so I only save and exit at the right temperature. You may want to 

reduce CPU Core ratio if your cpu doesn’t like to boot into the OS with high ratios 

when cold. 

 

ClockGen Full Reset Enabled means to shutdown and power up at the selected BCLK. 

Usually this is best for overclocking since you may not be able to adjust more than 

3MHz of BCLK from bootup BCLK. If you wish to though, you can disable it and thus 



save and exit with BCLK changes without shutdowns. Also if you plan to change BCLK 

in the OS and do not want shutdowns and power ons at resets, set this to disabled.  

 

 

 

 

The sweet spot for BCLK Skew on this CPU is -2 bundled with -20 on PCIE CLK Skew. A 

good match in these 2 skews can help with BCLK/DRAM/Overall OC stability. 

As I am running Ultra High on the VCore LLC, 1.650 to nicely maintain around 1.630v 

on heavy loads is what my CPU likes. VTT @ 1.35v while secondary VTT at 1.05v. 

When you push VTT to 1.40v and above, raise secondary VTT as well, try not to 

deviate off 300mv margin between these 2, for stability, not that it’s dangerous for 

the CPU. 

VSA 1.35v, DRAM 1.85v, I’m using PSC 2GBx4 modules and they scale with tight 

timings with 1.85v. 

2.10v on the CPU PLL, just because I have a small feeling it helps maintain stability at 

high BCLK/DRAM Frequency and even CPU Core ratios with a slight boost here.   



PCH 1.20v just for assurance 

 

 
Especially when CPU IMC is cold, many times going low on Signals 1 helps. Going up 

on Signals 2 help as well, though too high may harm OC - +8 was my sweetspot 

Maintaining Auto on Signal 3 or lowering may help. 

 

As said bundling -2 with -20 was good for me. 

To go really low on BCLK Skew you have to lower PCIE Clk skew and vice versa 

For example matching -3 with -35, -4 with -50, -5 with -63. When going low here, you 

may see the system hang at ‘25’ on the DEBUG Port as these are being polled. These 

settings like to be strapped at bootup so it is no surprise to crash while real-time 

adjusted. Simply press RESET button at this time, wait for 4 seconds for system to 

issue shutdown, and press power on again. It should boot fine then.  

A good way is also to lower slowly, for example boot with -2 / -20, then set -3 / -30, 

save and exit, set -4 / -45, save and exit, set -5 / -63, save and exit. 

 



 

You may want to go low on DMI strength and Skew when BCLK is not at 100MHz. 

USB Skew can be played around with when you face USB compatibility issues with 

some devices. SATA3 Strength can be played around with when you face SATA3 

compatibility issues with some devices. 

 

 

CPU Clock Gen Filter 

Usually, leaving it at Auto should be better for overall overclocking stability. 

Sometimes, disabling it or choosing 20UF when pushing high Memory speeds or high 

BCLKs may be helpful.  

When LN2 Mode is enabled, setting it to 10UF or 20UF should be helpful for stability 

when CPU is under sub-ambient cooling.  

When you face message ‘System Unstable. Your CPU Ratio may be down at 12x due 

to unsuitable conditions’ – Choosing the right ClockGEN Filter setting or Turbo Mode 

functionality or CPU Running temperature will fix this. Note that when this message 

pops up, pressing reset or power button yields no response. 

 



 

CPU LLC is very suitable for daily users to set at medium when overclocking. I only 

really play it to Ultra-High when well over 5.0GHz. You can go the route of setting 

Ultra high and setting a higher vcore to maintain enough at loads or a lower vcore 

with Extreme, during high vcore high loads (5+GHz / 1.60v for eg) 

CPU Current Capability set at 180% is almost limitless during heavy overclocking, 

such that you probably don’t even need to set disable on OCP 

CPU Voltage Frequency I use 800KHz and it is great for overclocking. 

VRM Over temp protection is a good idea to leave enabled so that you don’t have 

overheating when your PWM is too hot. 

CPU Power Duty Control set at Extreme if you care more about efficiency and 

performance rather than energy saving. Else Auto 

VCore MOS Volt Control set at 10v if you care more about efficiency and 

performance rather than energy saving. Else Auto 



CPU Phase Control set at Extreme if you care more about efficiency and performance 

rather than energy saving. Else Auto 

CPU Spread Spectrum can leave at Disabled during overclocking 

CPU VCore Bootup Voltage is the voltage for VCore right at boot of the CPU. Can raise 

if overclocking. 

CPU VSA settings are similar. 

 

 

I leave Speedstep on so that I can adjust CPU Core ratios after boot in the OS. And 

turbo Mode on if I’m using ratios higher than default. 

You don’t need to set Power Limit control parameters and leave it at Auto should give 

you the best overclocking headroom. You can, though, if you wish to limit your turbo 

ratio times. 

 

 

 

We have a nice GPU Post / DIMM Post information for you to check devices picked up 

at boot. 

 



 

Something cool is our PCIE Lane Simulator  

 

 

 

As we have many slots on our R4E, you can simulate the lanes you get by selecting 

occupied and decide what slot arrangement to use. 

 

 



 

You can see here a wide range of real-time voltage monitoring! 

 

 



 

Set your go button profile and load it up instantly real-time with a press of Go 

button! 

 

 

As said above, adjusting this correctly, and matching it well with: 

 

Can help BCLK / DRAM Even CPU Frequency OC. 

 

 



To let users over-volt part of the CPU VTT that affects OC without overvolting the 

part of VTT that does not affect OC, we split up VTT rails to VTT and Secondary VTT. 

VTT over-volting helps with DRAM and BCLK Overclocking. Secondary VTT does not, 

however try to maintain at most a 300mv delta for stability. 1.40v is fine on these 

CPUs. 1.35v is sufficient most of the time. 

 

 
VCCSA also helps with DRAM and BCLK Overclocking. 1.40v is fine on these CPUs. 

1.35v is sufficient most of the time. 

 

As the CPU has 2 IMCs: 

 

 

CHA are the 2 slots furthest left. CHB, the 2 slots next to these. 

CHC are the 2 slots furthest right. CHD, the 2 slots next to these. 

 

 

May help DRAM Frequency slightly when you over-volt it to around 2.10v. It is not 

high since default spec is 1.80v 

 

 

 

Like with VTT, we split up PCH 1.1v voltage into 2 rails and let you over-volt the main 

part without touching the Logic reference it is based upon. 

 



 

 

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Control on DRAM on Channel A. Default 

is 0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Data on DRAM on Channel A. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage). 

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Control on DRAM on Channel B. Default 

is 0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Data on DRAM on Channel B. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage). 

 

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Control on DRAM on Channel C. Default 

is 0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Data on DRAM on Channel C. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage). 

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Control on DRAM on Channel D. Default 

is 0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for referencing Data on DRAM on Channel D. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage). 



 

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for CPU IMC to reference Reads on Channel A. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for CPU IMC to reference Reads on Channel B. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for CPU IMC to reference Reads on Channel C. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

Fraction of DRAM Voltage for CPU IMC to reference Reads on Channel D. Default is 

0.500x (Half of DRAM Voltage).  

 

So you see one side is DRAM side’s Reference and one side is IMC side. 

 

Under DRAM timing Control we have 4 profiles for your convenience: 

 

Elpida Hyper Modules are popular with overclockers and thus we made a profile of 

timings very suitable for this set of RAM. The timings are made to suit the worse 

modules so with better quality modules you may be able to tighten things up 

somemore. 

 

PSC Chipset Modules are my favorite modules for benching on X79 platforms. We 

made a profile for tighter timings (to run around 2300 to 2500). The timings are 

made to suit the worse modules so with better quality modules you may be able to 

tighten things up somemore. And you can simply change over to CL6-9-6 without 

touching other set profiles when you decide to run lower MHz but tighter timings. I 

even run 1.85v on my modules and they scale nicely. 

 

Likewise we made a profile for PSC modules with looser timings if you care for higher 

MHz more than tight timings. 

 

And when just chasing the maximum DRAM frequency without care for latency, load 



up RAW MHz profile. You can also use it to first find out the limit of your CPU’s IMC 

and then tighten up the set timings from there. 

 

WHY no profile for Hynix Chipsets so popular on the 4GB Modules today? Simply 

because we believe they will be the most popular chipsets among users (probably 

mostly 4x4GB), we have tuned a large part of the BIOS based on these modules so 

they work very well at ‘Auto’. 

 

So many Memory timings, I will just highlight those impactful and less known ones. 

 

 
Mode 2 will give better performance and sometimes overclockability, Mode 1 may 

improve Ram compatibility. 

 

 

In our special OC BIOS, there will be an option RC WARM boot fast that you can 

enable so that you can bypass Memory training at warm resets. This is VERY useful 

for extreme overclockers because you can train Memory at a certain temperature on 

the CPU and at warm resets, when the CPU is colder, to NOT retrain.  

So for example, you can a nice Memory training record that is stable while booting at 

-10C. When your CPU reaches, say -50C, you cannot pass Memory training anymore. 

So, once you get a good Memory training record, just set RC WARM boot fast to 

Enabled and you don’t need to worry about resets and retraining at an unsuitable 

temperature. 

     

 

Can Set Receiver Slew to Normal during Extreme Overclocking. 

Can Set Transmitter Slew to Normal during Extreme Overclocking. 

 

 



Nearer will give better performance most times but Further may help overclocking 

with some Older DRAM Modules. 

 

 
You may need to loosen this up when you go really high. 

 

 
You may need to loosen these 2 up when you go really high or run 8 sticks of RAM, or 

tight CAS Latency. 

 

 
Round Trip Latency and I/O Latency are finely divided into per Chanel, per DIMM, per 

rank. A single sided DRAM only has one Rank on R0 and a double sided one with 

both ranks. 

Now note that when you move RTL (They only like to be moved by 2 steps), try to 

move it’s corresponding I/O L in the same direction – Delay 2 clocks on both for 

example. You may be able to delay 2 clocks on RTL and just delay 1 clock on its 

corresponding I/O L however. 

 

 

Can really affect performance and yet overclocking at the same time. A centered 

value of around 5 or 7 usually gives best performance but it may not be that great for 

overclocking. A value of 3 or 7 can be good for Command Rate 1T overclocking. 

 



 

There is no definite best setting for Enhanced Training, usually though disabling it 

helps with overclocking on R4E 

 

 

Again no definite best setting for MCH Duty Sense though using a lower value on CHA 

and CHC than the one used on CHB and CHD may be helpful. 15-19 perhaps are good 

values to experiment with. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Powerful Software 

ROG CPUZ: 



 

 

 

R4E features MemTweakIT to adjust Memory parameters real-time in the OS without 

reboots. 



 

 



 

 

 

 

R4E features CPU Core/Voltage Adjust via Temp Software – CPU Maximizer: 

 



 

Just key in the ratio and vcore you want set at a CPU Temperature range, the refresh 

rate of the CPU Temperature and click Start. 

 

OC Results for now: 

4x4GB @ 2700 



 



 

 

 

 

2734 @ single chanel 



 

 

Not just great at memory oc, great stability displayed at high PCIE Clocks with High 

GPU Clocks ( PCIE Clocks at 135/1.25 = 108MHz Meaning maximum strain on PCIE 

Controller with 4-way SLI) 

 



 



 



 



 

 

Fully loaded 8x4GB @ 2133 Stable 

 



 

 



 
 

 

 



 

 

Fully loaded 8x8GB @ 2400 Stable @ 64GB 

 



 



 

 

 

Notes:  

2666 DDR Ratio may not be that good for OC of DRAM. It is usually better to run 

120-130+ BCLK with 2133DDR Ratio to get 2500+ DRAM Frequency 

 

Simple Explanation of BCLK and CPU Strap: 

CPU has 4 straps: 100, 125, 167, 250: 1:1, 1:1.25, 1:1.67, 1:2.5 respectively 

When you select 125MHz BCLK with 125 strap, 125mhz is given to cpu and internally 

it gives it’s own PCIE/DMI Controller 125 / 1.25 = 100MHz.  



When you select 129MHz BCLK with 125 strap, 129mhz is given to cpu and internally 

it gives it’s own PCIE/DMI Controller 129 / 1.25 = 103.2MHz. 

When you select 122MHz BCLK with 125 strap, 122mhz is given to cpu and internally 

it gives it’s own PCIE/DMI Controller 122 / 1.25 = 97.6MHz. 

As Sandy Bridge-E only gives around 10% variation from 100MHz for it’s PCIE/DMI 

Controller, hence sticking close to the 4 markers would give best results – 100, 125, 

167, and 250. 

However everything has been done best for you and you don’t need to bother 

deciding on the BCLK Strap and just leave it at Auto and we will select the best strap 

to use, just key in the BCLK you want. 

 

  

 

FAQ 

Stalling at DEBUG Port 79 – Happens when CPU is stretched with DRAM and BCLK. 

Can use Slow Mode to pass this part 

 

Keep seeing Please Enter BIOS to recover settings and BIOS doesn’t save settings. 

Clear CMOS and enter BIOS, load defaults and save and exit once. 

  

When you face message ‘System Unstable. Your CPU Ratio may be down at 12x due 

to unsuitable conditions’ – Choosing the right ClockGEN Filter setting or Turbo Mode 

functionality or CPU Running temperature will fix this. Note that when this message 

pops up, pressing reset or power button yields no response. 

 

When you keep pressing reset or crashes during booting and Voltiminder’s LEDs light 

up and don’t extinguish and DEBUG port stops at ‘70’, turn off AC and back on to 

power on normally. 

 

DEBUG port stops at ‘40’. Press power off for 4 seconds and then back on again.  

 

When benching cold, it is easier to pass the MRC Memory Training when at high 

Memory Frequencies at a warmer temperature than when you are benching.  

 

The IMCs on CPUs may vary greatly on Memory Frequency, if you see the Memory 

Training at initial boot go ‘b1’ directly into a ‘00’, that means the CPU’s IMC is not 

capable of the target frequency.  

 



Press and hold down the Q-Reset for one second before releasing to prevent the rig 

from resetting into a ‘00’ sometimes during overclocking. 

 

 

 

 

 

OC KEY 
OC Key is a powerful tool for overclockers or gamers who love to monitor and adjust 

settings without the need for any software installed or running on the PC. 

 

First, plug in the OC Key Connecting Cable from Motherboard: 

 

 



To the OC Key, to Display Card and DVI Monitor. 

 

Take note that ONLY DVI / HDMI are supported, to a maximum resolution of 

1960x1200. 

OSD Keyboard Control needs a Keyboard to be plugged into either the PS2 port or 

the white ROG Connect USB Port at the I/O. 

 

Once Standby power is applied to the Motherboard, pressing the ROG Connect 

Button for 3 seconds will bring up the OSD display, even when the system is not 

running: 



 

After that it will be always on screen till you disable it by pressing the ROG Connect 

button for 3 seconds or cutting off standby power to the Motherboard, or by 

selecting ‘OC Key Power OFF’ via the OSD Menu (Shown later) 

 

 

You can see that you have the OSD Poster to inform you of the boot process before 

the system fully boots up to BIOS. Even during this time, your voltages, temperatures, 

Subzero sensors are always reporting and refreshing. 



 

As said, it stays on screen even in the BIOS Menu: 

 

After your system boots up and before booting into the OS, the controls on the OSD 

Menu are locked to prevent clashes between the BIOS and OSD controls. 

 

 



 

Once in the OS, pressing the ROG Connect Button once such that it lights up switches 

your keyboard control from PC to OSD: 

 

 

 

With the Keyboard control switched over to the OSD, you can firstly use TWEAKIT to 

adjust: 

BCLK 

CPU Ratio 

CPU VCore Voltage 

CPU VCCSA Voltage 

DRAM AB Voltage 

DRAM CD Voltage 

VTT 

2nd VTT 

CPU PLL 

PCH 1.1V 

PCH 1.1VG 

PCH 1.5V 

VTTDDR AB 

VTTDDR CD 



VGA1 Core Voltage If VGA Hotwire is connected (Coming Soon) 

VGA1 Memory Voltage If VGA Hotwire is connected (Coming Soon) 

VGA1 PLL Voltage If VGA Hotwire is connected (Coming Soon) 

VGA2 Core Voltage If VGA Hotwire is connected (Coming Soon) 

VGA2 Memory Voltage If VGA Hotwire is connected (Coming Soon) 

VGA2 PLL Voltage If VGA Hotwire is connected (Coming Soon) 

 

 

 

Simply press F10 and then enter to confirm to save changes. 

 

Moving on, we go on to the Monitoring function:



 

 

 



 
Voltage, Frequencies, Temperatures, Fanspeeds are being monitored real-time. 

Monitor Type refers to the type of settings OSD Monitor displays. Default is the 

Extreme type and you can choose Normal Type to show different settings:  

 

 



With Normal Type, Sub-Zero Sensors and VGA1/2 VCore are not displayed but DRAM 

and VTT Voltages are displayed instead. 

 

Under Setting, you can release keyboard control back to the PC without actually 

pressing the ROG Connect Button once. 

 

You can use OSD Remote to turn system off, reset, clear cmos, etc: 

 

 

You can also choose to display temperatures by Celsius or Fahrenheit. Default is 

Celsius:  



 

 

You can choose Transparency of the OSD Display, default is set at 25%: 

 

 

0%: 

 

 



 

50%: 

 

 

100%: 

 

 

You can choose to Magnify the OSD Display or not: 



 

 

 

 

 

Magnifier OFF takes up much less Screen Real Estate: 

 



 

 



 
 

Finally you can choose to power off the OSD: 

 
 

Pressing the ‘LEFT’ button takes you out of sub-menus to main menu and another 

‘LEFT’ keeps the OSD out of the screen totally. Pressing ‘Right’ brings it back in and so 

on. 

 

We may be updating features of OC KEY via ROG Connect so you may expect more in 

future: 



 

 

Some tips: 

You can use 2 keyboards if you do not wish to keep switching between OSD Control 

vs PC Control of Keyboard. Simple use a PS2 Keyboard for the OSD and a USB 

Keyboard for the PC and you don’t need to keep switching. 

 

To use ROG Connect and OC Key simultaneously, first turn on ROG Connect with ROG 

Connect button lit and ROG Connect Cable connected from host PC via the white USB 

port to your Laptop and run ROG Connect on your laptop. After ROG Connect is 

started, then press and hold down for 2 seconds the ROG Connect button to turn on 

the OSD. 

 

You only need to hold down the ROG Connect button for 2 seconds to light up the 

OSD – for a monitor on standby, it takes a few more seconds after releasing the 

button to have the OSD appear on the monitor. 

 

You can use any DVI Monitor solely just to display the OSD by hooking up the OC Key 

to a separate monitor without a Video Card at one end. 

 

You can use OSD AND ROG Connect at the same time by using a PS2 Keyboard. 

 

If you use TurboV or ROG Connect to adjust settings, you can press F5 to refresh the 

current settings. 

 

You can simply DIY a switch for the OSD Keyboard Control from the 2-pin header by 

the ROG Connect Button: 



 

 



 

And stick the switch onto your keyboard so you don’t need to keep reaching for the 

ROG Connect Button. 

 

OC Key is totally non dependant on PC and VGA’s resources so don’t worry about 

any impact to performance – there is none. 

 

 

Extreme Overclocking Steps 
1. Find out your best temperature for your RAM/IMC speeds/config. 

2. Set your OC settings and save and exit at that temperature. (Don’t worry about 

the Turbo Core Ratio since that only kicks in once you start loading the OS)  

3. After the bootup, go into the BIOS again.  

4. Set RC WARM boot fast under Memory Timings to Enabled so that you don’t 

retrain Memory at reboots. 

5. Set ClockGen Full Reset to Disabled if you plan to change BCLKs in OS and do 

not want a powerdown-powerup at reboots. 

6. Start pulling temperatures down and when ready, just save and exit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our FPCAPs are tested under Extreme temperatures: 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 


